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um.. i don't hate tails me and my friend were just super bored
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1 - umm. it's all done just read it

Tails Xtreme adventure

chapter 1: how munch trouble tails could cause

One day Tails was walking through a street .Then he saw Rouge the bat putting on make-up. he said hi
to Rouge, but it he messed up her make-up.
so she started chasing him.Meanwhile Amy was smelling a rose bush,then Tails bumped into Amy,
which fell into the bush, she got mad and chased
Tails also. After that he saw Cream and Cheese and Knuckles. Cream had invited Knuckles to get ice
cream, and then Tails accidentally hits Cheese
which hits Cream's ice cream into Knuckles face ,so then they start to chase Tails. Meanwhile Tails and
the people who are chasing him, goes into a
peaceful looking place. And so they find Espio meditating, Vector is relaxing while listening to his music,
while Charmy is making flowers bloom.
Tails bumps into Espio which makes him lose concentration.Then Vector gets his headphones caught
and tossed by Tail's tails. Then Tails goes near
Charmy and accidentally cuts all of the flowers which makes team chaotix mad. Then he sees Big the
cat and accidentally knocks off froggy off Big's
hand. Tails then sees shadow who has all of the chaos emeralds then accidentally catches one and
sense all of the chaos emeralds are all
like magnets all of the chaos emerald followed.then it flew out of his hands.

chapter 2: amy is evil

And then he saw sonic running and said can you help me Sonic said with what then Tails pointed back
then Amy separated with the group to follow
Sonic, then Sonic ask can you help me but then Tails argue by saying no I ask first, but Sonic disagreed
and said please, then Tails said okay and
lifted Sonic up, once Tails was flying he flew over a cliff so then Charmy and Cream had to lift everyone
except Shadow and Rouge. Then charmy
gets tired then holds on to Shadows shoes.Then gets everyone hurt and tired so everyone goes home
except Amy who still following Sonic and Tails,
then Amy threw a hammer at tails and smack his handthen threw 10 hammers, but missed every shot
the and she tried again and hit tails other hand
and sonic fell then tails went down near sonic and sonic caught tails feet then amy hit tails shins then tail
was to tired then fell head first and hit amy in
the head once he had hit her in the head she fell unconsciouse and sonic fell and hit Amy's face then
amy didn't wake until 10 minutes after. When Amy
woke she had incredible pain in her face then she saw tails walking by,the revenge begin



Chapter 3: revenge

And so Amy come with her hammer then hits tails and tails asks amy why did she do that, and then she
said I'm getting revenge on you. he points in a
direction and says hey what that.Amy's turns around then tails puts a realistic sonic dummy amy see the
dummy and starts taking to the dummy then and
tails grab amys hammer and replace with a fake inflatable hammer, then takes it to his workshop and
modifies it, so when it hits people it feels like a pillow
and so he replace the inflatable hammer with the modified hammer. right about amy was goning to kiss
the dummy tails moved the dummy and amy kissed
tails instead (on the lips) then she realized she had kissed tails then smacked him with the modified
hammer and so tails didn't feel anything,then tails laughed
then he ran and amy chased him. amy caught up with tails and drag Tail's tail over a rocky road (not the
ice cream) when they arrived at the mall tails stood up
and the amy put his ear and drag him into a store but before they went in tails was embarssed because
amy was making a scene then in the store he had to
carry all the clothes that amy's had tried on and every time she came out she ask if sonic would like it
amy had said what about about this (then tails hide
behind the pile of clothes and screamed oh god no!! no! no! and she went back in tails came out
shivering with fear separated the pile into two groupes which
a pile of clothes that sonic hates and likes.tails amy to buy the pile that sonic hates she bought the
clothes the sonic hates and put in on and show it to show
it to when she shows it to sonic she show off the clothes then sonic puts on a freakout face and run
faster than he ever ran before

Chapter 4: cream the idiot

amy charges to Tails houses and breaks down the door and find tails sleeping tails yawn and then Amy
strangled tails then people notice that tails was being
strangled, cream was worried he rouge said he might be pulling a prank on us Then they saw pink arms
then tails started to wave at everybody.Then Amy pop
out then everyone gasp then amy closed the cutrains then everyone left except cream. cream went
inside and ask amy what was she doing then amy said that



umm.. we were playing a game! then cream asked what is the game called? amy Said who can strangle
who the longest then cream asked everone if they know
that game then she went back to the house and opened her mouth and said nothing after a few minutes
later she asked what happend to tails amy said tails fainted
at the last minute and didn't have enough strenght to strangle me so I win!! (note to everyone don't get
play this game with amy<(- ^_^ -)>..) tails catches his breath
then tricked amy by putting the sonic dummy in front of her when she didn't notice then she talked to the
dummy several hours later then tails moved the dummy
away then she kiss tails again ,while cream goes out the door then she come backs when she notice
take a girl screamed so she went back in and saw tails
screaming like a little girl while amy was chasing him so then tails flies so amy would kill him and so he
started to tease her because she could get him and so
amy threw her hammer and hit tails on the head which took him to the hospital and in a coma.

Chapter 5: here we go again (the end chapter)

after that everyone was at the hospital except shadow and amy (because she was really mad and migth
kill him ...<(X_X)>....) then at the hospital
every one was sad and then tails lifeline started to have a long beep sound than everyone started crying
while leaving then cream was crying hard but
still stayed a little more but once everyone was out the hospital and creamwas almost out of the door tail
lifeline started to beep and beep again then cream yelled
loud and every one heard and came rushing back then a few weeks later Tails was sitting alone under a
tree and then amy came up then tails finched and said
don't kill me then amy said that she wanted to applo gize then he said okay then tails put the sonic
dummy in front of her then she was taking to it a few minutes
then tried to kiss it but then tails moved the doll which made amy fall and hit her head and then tails
started to laugh then she chased tails with a hammer

to be continued Wait I mean (gets cut off)

credits yay!!!!

by daivd chafoya
and dylan torno
and the telephone



typed by dylan torno

corrected by david chafoya

note who was the doctor from the hospital could it had been dr eggman I guess some things will never
be solved <( ?_ ?)>

find the kirby
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